Wings Alliance Degree Programme
In partnership with the University of the West of England, UWE Bristol
Our courses start with Assessment
This way we ensure that this is an appropriate choice for you and you make informed decisions before committing to
signiﬁcant time and expense. Read more about our assessment process.

Key Features

• Combined UWE degree and ATPL programme
• Outstanding value ATPL training
• Leads to employment
• Flexible training options

Who is it for?

If you are looking to combine a full-time high-quality aviation related degree with outstanding value commercial pilot
training, leading to employment, this is the programme for you.

Overview

The purpose of the UWE and Wings Alliance degree programme is to enable you to obtain an aviation related degree
while simultaneously training as a commercial pilot. Like all Wings Alliance programmes, the ultimate aim of this is to
help you gain employment as an airline pilot in a cost eﬀective way. The ﬂight training programme, which is quality
assured by the Wings Alliance, is scheduled to run at the same pace as your degree, with three months of full-time
pre-employment training after graduation from the University.
In 2021 UWE will oﬀer these aviation degrees:
• BEng Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies
• MEng Aerospace Engineering with Pilot studies
• BSc Aviation Management ATPL Studies
UWE will also oﬀer these degrees which do not have a pilot studies element:
• BSc Aviation Management
• MSc Aviation Management
The Wings Alliance will provide the pilot studies and ATPL (Airline Pilot Transport Licence) studies elements of these
degrees. Some of the commercial pilot training will count towards the degree. If you want more information about
commercial pilot licencing, have a look at our separate licencing guide.

Getting started

Enrolment with UWE is just the same as for any other degree programme.
Like all Wings Alliance programmes, entry is subject to success through our assessment process.
You can either go through pre-assessment for the Wings Alliance programme, or complete assessment after you have
started your university course.
For further information – www.wingsalliance.eu

